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Abstract 
We propose a new form of distributed multimedia communication and service arcbitecture， peer-to・peer
mobUe video on-demand (P2MVOD) for mul“ple diverse mobiIe wireless systems. Our previously 
proposed P2MVOD [20] aUows a moving cIient to receive streaming data on demand from not ooly server 
but other moving clients in a peer-to・peer(P2P) manner. In this scheme video conten匂 aredivided into the 
same sized segment and broadcast into the network to overcome mobiIe routing overhead. Broadcasting 
obviously consumes much network bandwidth， but the segment a飽regationstrategy aIIows content to be 
shared with as many receiving clients as possible， thus counteracting the resulting increase in tra節c.In this 
paper， we design P2MVOD service architecture for multiple mobile wireless access network systems such 
as WiFi and WiMAX. This architecture allows P2MVOD to e節cientlyprovide its service at the same time 
for multiple network domains with different request rates. 

I. INTRODUCI10N 
Broadband . wireless access and mobile network 

technologies enable the distribution of rich content and 
the provision of a wide range of services such as TV 
like video broadcasting and on-demand video delivery 
services to mobile users. In our previous publication 
[20]， we proposed peer-to・peer mobile video 
on-demand (p2MVODトa new real-time video 
distribution scheme， which is a form of next-generation 
distributed multimedia communication. In this scheme， 
video ∞ntent can be dis甘ibuted，using a peer-to・peer
σ2P) scheme， on demand企omnot only server but 
clients曲atare moving組 ywhere.The main advantage 
of using a P2P is that a large number of clients share the 
burden of server for providing content (processor time 
and network bandwidth). P2MVOD decentralizes 
video content by distributing it amongst c1ients. Clients 
cache parts of the content and provide them to each 
other. In addition， P2MVOD allows clients to move 
around freely even while sending and receiving video 
streams. 
In genera1， VOD service is reaIized through 

unicasting in which video data is carried to each user in 
separate f1ows. This approach consumes a great deal of 
network bandwidth resource and is unacceptable for 
wireless basis mobile network system. To overcome 
this problem， we apply multicast VOD technologies， 
which are promising for on-demand video distribution 
to reduce the required network bandwidth using 
multicast techniques. In these technologies， video 
content is transferred by multicasting and shared by 
c1ients who submit requests at around the same time. 
Clients who submit later requests individually receive 
the initial parts of the multicast data via unicasting. 

However， multicast VOD technologies cannot 
alleviate a burden on the server system. We then focus 
on a new multicast VOD technique白atuses P2P 
scheme， where the initial parts of video content is 
provided by clients that aheady reαived組 dcached it. 
Even though we use this strategy， however， extremely 
complicated mobility control on multicast and unicast 
routing is required when we give the mobility to c1ients 
sending and receiving video streams. 

Our proposed P2MVOD solves this issue by 
dividing video content into the same sized segments 
and broadcasting them. Broadcasting eliminates the 
mobile routing overhead of unicast and muIticast 
routing proto∞Is. Segmenting the content enables 
multiple clients to share the accountability for 
providing the initial part of content. A client can easily 
receive content from any clients by broadcasting. 
Although broadcasting c1early is a 
bandwidth-consuming method， each segment is 
aggregated so that it can be shared with as many 
receiving c1ients as possible. The aggregation effect is 
expected to counteract the inロ'easein network traffic 
due to broadcasting. 

To obtain maximum effectiveness of the aggregation， 
the segment length must be determined based on the 
rate of requests. In this paper， to allow P2MVOD 
simultaneously perform in multiple delivery 
in世astructuresthat have respectively di質erentrequest 
rates， the segment is further divided into smaller sized 
unit referred to鉛 sliceand its length is expressed as the 
number of the slices. As a result， P2MVOD can 
provide its service simultaneously to muItiple mobile 
wireless network systems. The rest of由ispaper gives 
more detailed P2MVOD description (Section 11 and III) 
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組 dthe new 抑制句yof slic泊gthe se伊 .ent(Section 
IV)， and a desi，伊 ofP2MVOD service architecture for 
multiple mobi1e wireless network systems， WiFi and 
WiMAX (Section V)， and detai1ed con位。1procedures 
on it (Section VI). 
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Our P2MVOD [20] is also based on patching組 d
takes the mobi1e environment into consideration 
further曲anP2C錨t.P2MVOD divides video content 
into same-sized segments. Both shared and patch fIows 
are transmitted in series of segments. This allows 
clients to share the reception of patch f10ws as well so 
血at血etraffic is further reduced. Clients that have 
already received and cacbed segments provide them 
through shared and patch f1ows. 

How the segments are delivered and sbared is shown 
in Fig. 2. Clients 1-5 requ凶 tvideo content in order. 
Assume血at曲erequest rate isλand the request 
interval is 11λ.αient 1， who makes the first request， 
receives the sbared flow only. Clients 2-5， who make 
subsequent requests， receive both the sbared and patcb 
flows. The video content is divided into the same sized 

segments， s1， s2，...， with lengths of 1/λ. 
Take αient 4， for example. It submits its request 3/λ 

afterαient 1's requωt， so Client 4 then needs a patcb 
flow tbat includes three segments: s1， s2， and s3. In tbis 
case， sl and s3 must be newly provided， but s2 can be 
shared with Client 3. In the figure， the segments曲at
ωn be sbared with a previous client are shown in gray. 
We can see白紙 s1must be provided for every client 
request， s2 must be provided for every second client 
request， and sn must be provided for every nth client 
request. 
Tbe most important design feature is the segments 

are provided by clients instead of a鵠 rver.For example， 
αient 1 can send s1 to every subsequent client; Client n 
αn send sn to every sub田quentclient. Because the 
se伊 len飽 arebroadcast， a client can easi1y reωivethem 
from multiple clients. 

It is considered白紙 thetotal number of segments in 
曲epatcb flow remains approximately曲es細胞

whether the request arrival is random or uniform， in 
other word， the required bandwidth is not affected so 
mucb by requests arriving at random. A request prior to 
the normal time allows the client to receive more 
segments曲剖 areto be disp剖chedto血epre吋ous
clients. Meanwhi1e， the delayed request to the normal 
time alIows more subsequent clients to share the 
segments to be dispatched to the client. 
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Figure 2. P2MVOD: segments shown in gray are sbared wi曲。曲町

clients; i.e.， tbey are not actually sent. 

IV. SUPPORT FOR DISTRffiunON TO MULτ1PLE 
DELIVERY DOMAINS 
To maximize the e宜ectivenessof aggregating 

segments among receiving clients， the segment length 
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is set to the reciprocal of the average arrival rate of 
requests. Here， each segment is decomposed and 
∞mposed of the same sized unit referred to as slice 
(Fig. 3). The segment length is expresscd as the number 
of the slices， for example X， Y and Z as shown in the 
figure. The slice length is fixed and unchangeable 
(irrelevant to the request rate)， and is by far smaller 
than request interval. 
This slicing strategy al¥ows a singlc server to 

transmit different sized segments to multiple 
distribution domains that would have respectively 
di庄"erentrequest rates. Figure 4 examples that there are 
different types of mobile wireless access system， WiFi， 
WiMAX and 3G， whose request rates arc λ"んandλ3， 
respectively. A length of the slice can be dynamically 
determined as the greatest common factor of lengths of 

the segment for all systems. ln case that l/.ん， l/A.， and 

1/λ3 are respectively 100， 80 and 60 for example， the 
slice length is determined as 20. 
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V. ARCHTEcrURE DESIGN OF P2MVOD FOR 
MULTlPLE MOBlLE WIRELESS SYSTEMS 

Figure 5 depicts implementation design of the 
P2MVOD for multiple mobile wireless systems， WiFi 
and WiMAX. One of the most expectcd applications 

over thc ncxt mobile system is rich content deIivcry 
service such as TV like live-video broadcasting or 
on-demand video deIivery to mobile uscrs 

The design architecture consists of two types of 
wireless access network (WiFi and WiMAX， 
respectively)， a core network and an application servicc 
network (this might be IMS (IP Multimedia System)) 
The wireless access network provides radio access to 
MS (Mobile Subscr加 s).It consists of APs (Access 
Point) / BSes (Base Station) and one AR (Access 
Router) / ASN-GW (Access Service Network 
Gateway). They provide media access and security 
controls over each air Iink and micro mobility 
management within each network. The core network is 
defined as an intermediate network that provides IP 
connectivity， AAA (Authentication， Authorization and 
Accounting for the network access) and macro mobility 
management. It allows MS to connect to the Internet， 
various application service networks and other type of 
wirelcss access networks. The application servicc 
network provides various kind of multimedia content 
distribution service， here， it provides the video 
streaming delivery. 
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We here define each wireless access network as 
P2BD (peer-to-Peer Broadcast Doma同 where
P2MVOD performs with a single request rate. ln 
addition， we define two types of server -video contents 
server and deIivery controI server -， and deploy them in 
the application service network (or might be IMS in 
future). The contents server sends a video content to 
ARs and ASN-GWs by either unicast or muJticast. The 
video data (formed to a series of the slice by the content 
server) are transferred in the streaming manner. AR and 
ASN-GW broadcast the received stream to al¥ APs and 
BSes of its own P2BD， and the AP and BS forwards it 
on the air Iink. The data provided by the server is the 
shared flow， which is repeatedly dispatched at interval 
of h (video content length， which minimizes the traffic 
intens町 aswill be later discussed in Appendix). 
Meanwhile， the patch flows are providcd by c1ients and 
broadcast throughout a P2BD. AR and ASN-GW thus 
broadcast the patch flow data received from clients to 
al¥ APs and BSes of each P2BD.The AP and BS 
broadcast them to MSes through the air Iink as wel¥ as 
the shared flow data. 
The delivery control server consists of AAA 

functions (for accessing contents) and schedulers for 
the patch flow delivery per P2BD. Each scheduler 
calculates the average request rate for its responsible 
P2BD and determines the 



schedule Ihal describes Ihe Iime al which individuaJ 
segmenls musl be senl. By referring 10 Ihe schedule， Ihe 
scheduler delermines Ihe segmenls Ihal musl be senllo 

Ihe new clienl as palch flow and scarches for olher 
clienls Ihal can provide Ihese segmenls. Further， it 
queries them regarding the possibility of sending the 
segmenls al a limc delermined by il. The clienls 
receiving the patch flow do not need to know the 
identilies of Ihe clienls providing the segmenls. 
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Figurc 5. P2MVOD scrvicc architccture ovcr mobilc nctwork 
syslem 

VI. CONTROL PROCEDURE 
Fig. 6 shows a conlrol sequence on Ihe above system. 

Clients 1 and i already receives a shared flow broadcast 
by ARjASN-GW and patch flows broadcast by olher 
clients. The scheduler records Ihe time T， that the 
shared f10w slarled. The control server also records the 
lime that Client 1 and i might be able to provide each 
segment of the content to later clienls 

CJ町 It11 (Ihe 11th cl町 1Iafter CJienl 1) sends a request 
for Ihe same video 10 Ihe delivery control server at time 
T，・ReceivingUle request， the scheduler calculates the 
elapsed lime (九ー T，)and oblains Ihe set of segments 
Ihat Client 11 necds (i.e.， segments for乙ー T，from Ihe 
lop， denoled as Sel α:). Referring 10 Ihe schedule il 
manages， Ihe scheduJer determines Ihe set of segmenls 

(Selβ') Ihat needs 10 be delivered 10 Client 11 by 

eliminaling from Set αIhe segments thal have already 
been scheduled 10 be delivered (10 Clienls 1，…， 11-2) 
and sent at T" or later (namely， Ihe segmenls Ihat Client 
11 can receive). The scl叫 ulerthen determines the timc 

when each segment of Set βwil1 be sent and selects 
c1ients to providc it from Clients 1，. ..， 11-1. ln the figure， 

Clients 1 and i are selecled. The control server Ihen 
queries Clienls 1 and i on whcther Ihey can provide the 
segments al the determined time. If Clients 1 and i c皿
do so， Ihe scheduJer adds Ihe time when each segment 

of Set βwill be senl to the schedule and rccords the 
time whcn Client 11 will be able to provide each 
segmcnt of the content to later clients. The delivery 

control server providcs Ihe delivery schedule of Sel a's 
segments 10 Clienlll. Client 11 receives Ihe shared f10w 
broadcasl from ARjASN-GW and Ihe patch f10w 
segments broadcasl from Clienls 1，...，11-1 according 10 
the schedule. CJient 11 does not need 10 know which 
clienls send each segmenl. 
The nelwork does nol need any rouling control 

functions 10 dislribule Ihe segmenls if Ihe WiFi and 
WiMAX nelwork already forms Iree lopology in 
physical or logical. 
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Figure 6. P2MVOD sc刊にecontrol scqucncc. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
We proposed a new form of dislribuled multimedia 

communication， peer-to-peer mobi1e video on-demand 
(P2MVOD) and ils service archilcclure for mu山1
diverse mob凶ilewireless sys幻lems.P2MVOD allows 
users 10 receive video conlenl in highJy effic口.e町n川11 1 

manner wilhoul spali悶a叫Jor lime co町ns剖Ir問ainl恰s.In 1山hi治spape町r，
1柏。 allowP2MVOD 10 supporl dislribution for multiple 
delivery nelwork domains Ihal have respectively 
differenl requesl rales， we furlher divided Ihe video 
segmenl defined in P2MVOD inlo smaller sized unils 
referred 10 as Ihe slice. Using Ihis slralegy， we designed 
a servicc architeclure Qvcr multiple wireless mobile 
syslems， and showed delail conlrol procedures on Ihal. 

As fulure works， we wil1 specifically design Ihe 
conlrol procedures logelher with parlicular lransporl， 
nelwork and link layer protocols， considering how 10 
give each layer's idenlificr or address 10 each of 
segmenls and slices 
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APPENDIX. MATHEMATICAL ANAL YSIS FOR 
P2MVOD TRAFFIC ON NETWORK 

As discussed io our previous publication [20]， to 
support the mobility of c1ieots sending and receiving 
video streams based 00 multicast VOD techoology， 
extremely complicated mobility control of multicast 
and unicast routing is required to iodividually deal with 
each moving source and destination. To overcome this 
overhead of the network∞ntrol， P2MVOD takes 
broadcast methodology. But the broadcast s回 tegyin 
general iotroduces the泊αeasein traffic. This appendix 
shows the network bandwidth required for P2MVOD 
and analyzes the segment aggregation e質ectand the 
characteristics of the traffic. 

Therl句u加dnetwork bandwidth can be expressed as 
the traffic intensity (政laog)，which is the product of批
average request rate， the average t10w length， and the 
average t10w bandwidth. 

Let h，λ， and τdeoote the length of video content， 

血erequest rate， and the rate at which shared t10ws紅 e
generated. We assume that the cootent is transmitted at 
a constant bit rate with a bandwidth of 1. It is assumed 
th剖 therequests arrive randomly within a short time 
span; i.e.， each request occurs independently without 
any correlation with other requests. 
We consider the traffic intensity of shared f10ws first 

(See Figure 2).百lebandwidth， bshamh the rate， rshamh 
and the length， Ishl1l吋 ofa shared f10w are 

bshared = 1 

'shared =τ 

lshared = h 

The traffic intensity of shared f10ws is then 

P伽吋 =b.蜘 凶 X'shared X lshared ==坊

Now we consider the traffic intensity of segmented 
patch t1ows. The bandwidth， bpatcb' and the rate， ， patcb， 

are 

bpatch = 1 

'pa帥 =λーτ

As shown in Fig. 2， the totallength of segmented patch 
f10wsωn be expressed as 

nxf+12トトイ五トf=諮問
n=λ/τ-1 
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wheren is血.enumber of patch fIows between two 
shared flows. The average lp.帥 is

い十埼r~卜ぷイ~2r平|
The traffic intensity of segmented patch fIows is曲en

P戸凶 =hpa帥 xr.伊帥 xlpa帥

λーτλお2rλ/τー11

λ(λ/τー1)白 Ik I 

Therefore， the total traffic intensity of P2MVOD is 

Pf :1 Pshared + P戸帥

=幼+λーτγ伴ニ!lω
λ(λ/τ-1)白 Ik I 

Fig町'e7 shows the minimized釘afficof P2MVOD. 

Thec町凶inthe figure is曲efunctions Pf = f (均台'om
Eq. 1. The video length， h， is 2. For Eq. 1血erate of 
shared flow，τthat minimizes traffic was computed for 
each λ 
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Figure 7. Minimized tra節cintensity. 

The computedτwas almost l/h at any request rate. 
The traffic for shared flows wi血 P2MVODis almost 
∞nstant for any request rate， or i包位afficintensity is 
aIways 1). In other words， with P2MVOD，血e甘a節c
increase is due only to a rise in patch fIow traffic. Fig. 7 
indicates at a higher request rate， the gradient of白e
traffic intensity is smaIl. In the Ref. [20]， mathematical 
anaIysis indicated that P2MVOD reduces the traffic 
ωmpared to曲epatching technique， although it adds to 
traffic when the request rate is low. This is because the 
increase in曲erate of山首affic泊tensity(曲egradients 
of曲ecurveのismuch less with P2MVOD曲anwith 
patching. 
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